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binary incompatibility with 1.5. [closed] Â . However, I
think the above is a little off topic. Therefore, I will ask

about stable UDF (User Defined Function). In VML, I
use it to create four kinds of macros, and I also want
to use this method in OCaml. You can use ffi for this
task, but are you please to set up the environment?

Now, I am developing a program in C++, and I want to
write a function that exports this function to pascal.

The program is a image filer with multi-layer selection
(any position of image, and any coordinate of image

can be selected, but only rectangular can be selected).
I have been searching the internet, and I can't find a
good solution. The program is written in C++, and I
want to export this function to pascal. I have been

searching the internet, and I can't find a good solution.
Simply put, my file operation program works like this:
Select one or more images by position and filename.
Save in vector format or bitmap format. I found some
old program, which I think is a Java program, but I can

not understand it. My question is: Is there a good
solution for me? (I want to create a function that

export a "my function"(or its processing function) of
C++ to Pascal). A: You may be able to use ffi and

OCaml to create a library from your C++ code, then
use this library from Pascal. Ocaml has a really good
description of the functionalities of ffi here. Also, if
your library is a set of functions that export at most
five functions to the FFI, I don't believe you need to

worry about the number of arguments in the exported
functions: if they have five arguments, the number of
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arguments of the OCaml function will automatically be
five. Nevertheless, it seems that you want some C++

code that takes one argument and returns a tuple,
with the tuple consisting of the results of processing

that one argument. This is a pretty reasonable thing to
want to do, and ffi will allow it. However, you'll have to
write a type that represents the return value of your

C++ function, and a signature that corresponds to the
type and the
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